write

Hello!
We are so glad you are getting
involved in imagine...

imagine... is a physically distant

but socially-friendly arts project.
Inspired by the iconic song
written by John Lennon, we are
asking you to join us and imagine
the future. This month, we’re
thinking about resilience, a core
value of the Grace Dear Trust.

Share your work and ideas:
Email: louise@bouncetheatre.com
Whatsapp: 07980210705
Or share it on your social media
and #gracedeartrust #imagine
#bouncetheatre
We can’t wait to see and hear
what you make.
Grace Dear Youth Theatre

2021 marks 50 years since the
release of the song Imagine. We
will be marking it with a brand
new theatre piece and exhibition.
We’d love you to get involved.

About the Grace Dear Trust
The Grace Dear Trust is a mental health charity based in Surrey.
The charity was created with the aim of saving the lives of
other young people suffering with mental illness. By educating
young people, encouraging them to talk about their feelings
and making mental health an everyday topic of conversation.
Core Values of The Grace Dear Trust
		G ratitude
		R esilience
		A cceptance
		C aring
		E mpathy
Find out more about us
The Grace Dear Youth Theatre is run by Bounce Theatre.
Bounce Theatre make original, brave and imaginative work.
Find out more about us www.bouncetheatre.com

Theatre makers from Bounce have put this section together to start to
think about how we creatively reflect on resilience. This is the second
value for the Grace Dear Trust. It also seems fitting for the start of
a new school year. Also, it fits with our project imagine... If we all
develop emotional resilience, what would be the impact on the world?

Being resilient
Resilience is the ability to
“bounce back”. It seems easy to
imagine doing this physically.
Think about the process of
breaking your ankle. You go to
hospital, you are looked after, you
rest, you let the trauma heal and
you train it to recover. How do
we do this for our minds and our
emotions? We can’t see them!
We asked Hope at the Grace Dear
Trust to write about resilience
and the start of the school year:
Although the uncertainty of going
back to school maybe daunting,
every day is a new day for new
beginnings. There is no click of
a button to success; we have
our highs and our lows to reach
success. Resilience is key when
you get knocked down you get up
again. It always seems impossible
until the impossible is done.
Believe in yourself! Remember
you are braver than you believe,
stronger thank you think, and
more loved than you’ll ever know.

This virus has been hard on
everyone. We have all had
to adapt and think positively.
Although education is important,
it is also important for you to
work on yourself and be the best
version of you. Even the darkest
hour only lasts 60 minutes, believe
in yourself. There are some things
that are out of our control. The
coronavirus is one of those things.
Although school maybe different
and it may not be the same as it
was before, there is a light at the
end of the tunnel - where you can
socialise with friends, make new
friends, go back to school. Slowly
we can rebuild and go back to
some normality.
- Hope Dear

This month we are thinking about ways to build resilience. Here are 21 ideas to
start your month. You don’t have to do them in order. Try to do them all once.
Use the blank spaces to add in more ideas. Or have a rest day.

building resilience - one day at a time

monday
1

tuesday
2

Eat well

8
Create a happy folder on
your phone of images that
make you smile.

15
Notice if someone is
feeling down. Check in
with them.

wednesday
3

Sleep regularly

9

Have a conversation with
someone new.

4

Stretch in the mornings

10

Connect with your
friends and/or the
people you love.

16

thursday
5

17
Learn a new skill.

6

12

Notice when you do well.

Forgive your mistakes.

18

19
Start a journal.

saturday

Do a digital detox

Exercise

11
Set boundaries.
It’s ok to say no.

friday

Make a list of things you
are hopeful for.

sunday
7

Go for a walk

13
Ask for help if you need it.

20
Make a gift for someone.

Smile even whilst socially
distancing

14
Choose kindness over
judgement.

21
Cook a meal for someone
else.

make theatre
This month for imagine… We’d like you to write short
stories, scenes and poems. Literally very short! No more
than 50 words to mark 50 years since the release of Imagine.

Small Stories

Tiny Scenes

Write one in:

When we walk down a road, through a town there are 100s
of people around us, who all might be fighting a battle we
know nothing about. Imagine you have time to look around
and could see the tiny acts of kindness, resilience, and
strength people display in everyday life. We want to collect
them and weave them into a script for 2021.

5 words
10 words
25 words
50 words

Write a short scene - it could
be 5 lines or 50. One character
is alone and seems sad. The
other character notices this
and starts a conversation.
What happens next?

Old lady picks up bags.

Think about where this takes
place.

List Poetry
A list poem is simply a list.
It could be a list of single
words or a list of sentences.
What stops it from just being
a list is subtext. The words
relate to each other - offer
context.
Try writing a list poem about
any of the following
• Strength
• Self Compassion
• Kindness
• Positive thoughts

Here’s mine:
Self-compassion
Slow down
Let go
But
Hold on
Embrace mistakes
Forgive failure
Admit worrying
Say no
Say yes
Embrace nuance
Run madly
Breathe deeply
Hold onto hope

Young boy stops and picks up
an old lady’s bags.
Young boy on skateboard
stops and picks up old lady’s
bags. Her bag splits. She
gasps. He picks up groceries
and carries it for her.
Young boy on skateboard
stops and picks up old lady’s
bags, which have split. Fruit
flies everywhere. She gasps
in shock. He tells her not to
worry then picks up groceries.
He carries it home for her. She
cries as it’s the first nice thing
to happen to her in 2020.

Why are they there?
Are they alone ?
Why are they sad?
What can the other person do
or say to life their spirits?
Send us your favourite. We
want to weave them together
into the opening of a play.
E: louise@bouncetheatre.com
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to look at black and white
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You may or may not recognise this – it’s the
ceiling
of King’s
Cross Station
– upside down! It
You may
or may
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this – it’s
the
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steps and the shine on the
handrail. This photo has symmetry
and the diagonal lines lead your
eye up the steps.

Play around and have fun
looking at things with new
angles, close-up, or heavily
processed/edited afterwards.

affirmation art
Why write an affirmation?
An affirmation is a sentence
which you make with positive
and reassuring words. To
affirm something is to say it is
true. So, if you have negative
thoughts or a struggling with
something, an affirmation can
reframe this thought.
If for instance I am frightened,
my affirmation might be “I am courageous. I am willing
to be brave, even when I feel
scared”
If I am feeling a lack of self
confidence, my affirmation
might be “I feel confident in everything
I do”
How to write a positive
affirmation?
Define your struggle/negative
thoughts
Describe how you want to
feel in present tense/change
the negative with the positive

Set a strong intention behind
it (really be mindful about it,
reserve time and peaceful
place for this, believe that you
can change how you feel)
Here are some of ours if you
are stuck!
• I will embrace the
challenges of a new day.
• I am proud of my body.
• I am enough.
• I am loved.
• My mind is filled with
positive thoughts.
• I am patient and can deal
with anxiety.
• Fear does not control my
actions.
• My creativity is growing
everyday.
• I love what I do and it
makes me happy.
You should dedicate a few
minutes each day to saying
your affirmation. It might
seem a bit strange at first.
However, it’s a bit like training
for a marathon. You have
to commit, get in a routine,
repeat and build your regime
until you are stronger. Over

time, you will find your
affirmation feels more and
more truthful.
You can also make some
affirmation art.
Word Play 1
Get a blank piece of paper
and scribble your affirmation
repeatedly. Does it get
easier as your write? What
happens to your handwriting?
Do certain words change?
Is there a look you like
here? One that you want to
develop?
Word Play 2
Write out your affirmation.
Emphasis certain words. This
might be by font style, size or
colour.
My mind is filled with
POSITIVE thoughts.
My MIND IS filled with
POSITIVE thoughts.
My mind is filled with
POSITIVE THOUGHTS

Each takes a slightly different
tone when you read them.
Pick one that you like to
develop
Make Graphics
Now, find a way to commit
the affirmation into a design
graphic style, for example:
- Cut letters and words
out of old newspapers and
magazines.
- Play with style - different
fonts, or a mix of drawn and
cut outs for your words.
- Don’t write from left to
write. Explore how else to get
your affirmation on the page.
- Think about how to illustrate
your affirmation. Are the
words alone enough?
You could doodle around your
affirmation. Use one of your
photographs or create an
artwork to sit alongside it.

Imagine...

Mindful drawing - colour in yourself

